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Abstract—Java deserialization vulnerabilities have long been a grave security concern for Java applications. By injecting malicious objects with carefully crafted structures, attackers can reuse a series of existing methods during deserialization to achieve diverse attacks like remote code execution. To mitigate such attacks, developers are encouraged to implement policies restricting the object types that applications can deserialize. However, the design of precise policies requires expertise and significant manual effort, often leading to either the absence of policy or the implementation of inadequate ones.

In this paper, we propose DESERIGUARD, a tool designed to assist developers in securing their applications seamlessly against deserialization attacks. It can automatically formulate a policy based on the application’s semantics and then enforce it to restrict illegal deserialization attempts. First, DESERIGUARD utilizes dataflow analysis to construct a semantic-aware property tree, which records the potential structures of deserialized objects. Based on the tree, DESERIGUARD identifies the types of objects that can be safely deserialized and synthesizes an allowlist policy. Then, with the Java agent, DESERIGUARD can seamlessly enforce the policy during runtime to protect various deserialization procedures. In evaluation, DESERIGUARD successfully blocks all deserialization attacks on 12 real-world vulnerabilities. In addition, we compare DESERIGUARD’s automatically synthesized policies with 109 developer-designed policies. The results demonstrate that DESERIGUARD effectively restricts 99.12% more classes. Meanwhile, we test the policy-enhanced applications with their unit tests and integration tests, which demonstrate that DESERIGUARD’s policies will not interfere with applications’ execution and induce a negligible time overhead of 2.17%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Serialization and deserialization are essential mechanisms offered by programming languages such as Java, JavaScript, PHP, and C# for object and byte stream transformation. These mechanisms facilitate the seamless transmission of objects across networks and their storage in databases. However, these capabilities also introduce a type of significant vulnerability, which can cause severe consequences such as remote code execution (RCE), denial of service (DoS), and server-side request forgery (SSRF). Over the past five years, approximately 800 vulnerabilities collected by Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) are related to the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) 502, which represents the deserialization of untrusted data.

The root cause of deserialization vulnerability is that an application tries to deserialize an untrusted object without protection, allowing attackers to control the execution flow of the applications during the deserialization process. Specifically, attackers begin by carefully constructing a nested object with classes in the application’s classpath. This nested object possesses a precisely designed structure, in which its properties are assigned specific objects. During the deserialization process of the nested object, the application is forced to recursively deserialize its properties in the desired order of attackers, which leads to the execution of a series of methods that form an exploitation gadget chain. Such a gadget chain could finally lead to the execution of some security-sensitive methods such as `Runtime.exec()`, causing malicious impacts like RCE. However, if we prevent the deserialization of any classes involved in the gadget chain, we can effectively defend applications against deserialization attacks.

Therefore, at present, a prevailing approach for mitigating deserialization attacks is to examine the currently deserialized object and verify its legitimacy. Developers have long been advised to set appropriate deserialization policies for blocking potentially malicious types to secure their applications. For example, in 2016, Java Enhancement Proposal (JEP) 290 introduced a new feature that allows users to specify a policy for a deserialization entry. Popular deserialization libraries, such as XStream and FastJson, also provide flexible interfaces for setting blocklist or allowlist policies. Nevertheless, up to this point, the community is still plagued by deserialization attacks.

The primary obstacle preventing developers from adequately protecting their applications stems from the challenge of formulating fine-grained deserialization policies. Firstly, since setting policies requires significant human effort for debugging and maintenance, many developers, who lack sufficient security awareness, choose not to set policies. Secondly, some applications employ a blocklist policy by collecting known exploitation gadgets. Nevertheless, attackers continually discover new exploitable gadgets to pursue malicious intentions, rendering such blocklists inadequate over time. For example, in CVE-2017-1000353, attackers successfully bypassed Jenkins’s blocklist and achieved an RCE attack. Therefore, the allowlist policy containing limited permitted classes is recognized as the most effective approach to safeguarding applications’ deserialization process. However, designing an accurate allowlist policy demands laborious manual efforts and is prone to errors. Thus, many applications opt for a loose policy to avoid interrupting applications’ normal execution.
which gives attackers opportunities to bypass existing defenses. For instance, the application Oobz sets a policy and allows deserialization of all classes whose names match “java\."", which can be bypassed by attackers and causes the vulnerability CVE-2021-26295 [9].

To save developers’ efforts, this paper proposes Deseriguard, a framework designed to automate the synthesis and enforcement of deserialization policies. The key insight behind Deseriguard is that the types of deserialized objects can be deduced from program semantics. Following the insight, Deseriguard first traces the dataflow of the deserialized object and its properties (i.e., member variables) to deduce their object types based on applications’ semantics, finally constructing the Semantic-Aware Property Tree (SAPT). This tree records the possible structures of potentially deserialized objects. Based on the tree, Deseriguard identifies all possible classes that should be permitted for deserialization and synthesizes an allowlist policy. Next, Deseriguard automatically resolves the auditing positions where deserialization libraries decode the type information from the byte stream of serialized objects. After identifying the positions, Deseriguard leverages a Java agent to enforce the policy on the objects that are being deserialized. Finally, with Deseriguard, developers can secure their applications’ deserializations with automatically synthesized and enforced allowlist policies.

We comprehensively evaluated Deseriguard using 12 real-world vulnerabilities and 109 developer-designed policies. Specifically, Deseriguard successfully resists the deserialization attack on all 12 vulnerabilities with only 2.17% of runtime overhead on average. Meanwhile, we carry out extensive testing to verify that Deseriguard will not interfere with the normal execution of policy-enhanced applications, which can pass all unit tests and integration tests in their projects. Furthermore, we conduct a comparison between Deseriguard’s policies and 109 policies that are formulated by developers of popular applications. Our findings reveal that, on average, Deseriguard’s policies restrict the deserialization of 99.12% more classes than the developer-defined policies. We also compare Deseriguard with a state-of-the-art deserialization defense tool proposed by Cristalli et al. [10], where Deseriguard provides identical defense performance with no false alarms.

Our contributions are listed as follows.

- We propose an automatic policy generation and enforcement framework to safeguard the deserialization processes of Java applications.
- We implement Deseriguard, which synthesizes the allowlist policy based on the Semantic-Aware Property Tree and seamlessly enforces the policy for different deserialization libraries.
- We evaluate the Deseriguard on 12 real-world vulnerabilities and compare the generated policies with 109 developer-designed policies. The results show that Deseriguard can synthesize more fine-grained policies and will not interfere with applications’ normal execution.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Deserialization Vulnerability

Serialization and deserialization are fundamental mechanisms offered by numerous popular programming languages, such as Java, JavaScript, and PHP. These mechanisms enable the transformation between objects and byte streams, making them widely employed for network transmission and persistent storage of objects. Meanwhile, with different deserialization libraries, developers can transform objects into byte streams in various formats, such as JSON through the Fastjson library and XML through the XStream library. However, according to the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) 502 [3], attackers can perform RCE or DoS attacks from the deserialization entries if developers do not restrict the object classes to be deserialized. The deserialization vulnerability has constantly been a severe threat. Over the past five years, approximately 800 vulnerabilities related to deserialization have been registered in CVEs [2].

The exploitation of a Java deserialization vulnerability begins with an exposed deserialization entry, like the readObject method included in JDK [11] and the parse method in the Fastjson library [6]. These methods take a byte stream as input and return the deserialized object. Given that deserialization is commonly used in network transmission, many deserialization entries have to parse byte streams that may come from untrusted sources, providing extensive attack surfaces for attackers.

![Fig. 1. A malicious nested object crafted by attackers. This object’s deserialization can trigger a gadget chain that performs an RCE attack.](image)

After finding an exposed deserialization entry, attackers will send a malicious byte stream to the target application for deserialization. Such a malicious byte stream is serialized from a carefully structured nested object. To reconstruct such an object from the malicious byte stream, the victim application needs to recursively deserialize the objects of its properties, resulting in the invocation of a sequence of methods. Therefore, by controlling the structure of the nested object, attackers can connect a series of methods to a chain, named gadget chain, and hijack the victim application to execute such a chain. Notably, all these methods on gadget chains must belong to the classes in the victim application’s classpath, allowing the application to find their definitions and invoke them.

Figure 1 depicts an example of a nested object. The object is of the class `PriorityQueue`, where its `comparator` property is assigned a `TransformingComparator` object. Within the object, there exists a property of type
Transformer, which attackers can exploit by setting it as an object of the ChainedTransformer class. Next, the iTransformers property of the ChainedTransformer class is an array of Transformer objects that comprises multiple transformers. By skillfully assembling the array with ConstantTransformer and InvokeTransformer, attackers can create a Runtime object and invoke the exec method during the deserialization, thereby achieving remote code execution (RCE) attacks.

The procedure of deserializing the malicious object in Figure 1 is introduced as follows. First, in order to correctly deserialize PriorityQueue and its elements, the victim application needs to compare these elements to establish their order using the comparator property of PriorityQueue. Next, to deserialize the TransformingComparator object assigned to comparator, the application has to deserialize its transformer property recursively. As the transformer property is a ChainedTransformer that contains a transformer array iTransformers, the victim application has to deserialize the array’s all elements, which utilizes the ConstantTransformer to create a Runtime object and InvokeTransformer to invoke its exec method for arbitrary commands execution. At this point, the deserialization process is not completed, and the reconstruction of the nested object is not finished. However, the gadget chain has already been triggered, allowing attackers to achieve their objectives.

B. Deserialization Policy

The community has made significant efforts toward deserialization protection. The most common defense method is enforcing a policy to restrict the deserialization of specific object types. In this way, certain classes used in gadget chains are forbidden to be deserialized, effectively restricting exploitation attempts. To support such defense mechanisms, many popular deserialization libraries offer customization options for blocklist-based or allowlist-based deserialization policies. For instance, XStream [7] has supported policy enforcement since version 1.4.7, released in 2014. In 2016, Java Enhancement Proposal (JEP) 290 [5] provided an ObjectInputFilter version 1.4.7, released in 2014. In 2016, Java Enhancement Proposal (JEP) 290 [5] provided an ObjectInputFilter class to set policy for the InputStream in JDK. In addition to supporting customizing, FastJson [6] and Jackson [12] feature an in-built blocklist mechanism to restrict the deserialization of classes on known gadget chains.

Fig. 2. Developer-designed allowlist policy of the Ofbiz project. The policy is defined in the patch for CVE-2019-0189.

With the support of new security features in libraries, developers are encouraged to customize the deserialization policies of their applications according to their requirements. The most common ones are blocklists containing classes in all known exploitation gadget collected by the community [6], [13], [14]. For example, in the Jenkins project [15], a famous automation server with over 20k stars on GitHub, developers formulate a blocklist including exploitable classes in its classpath, such as CommonsCollection and CommonsBeanutils. With such a policy, Jenkins can deny the deserialization of TransformingComparator and InvokeTransformer, effectively blocking the gadget chain in Figure 1. Nevertheless, attackers are continuously mining new exploitation gadget chains to bypass blocklists [16], [17]. In CVE-2017-1000353 [8], SignedObject is found exploitable but is not included in the blocklist.

Hence, allowlist policies that include necessary classes are regarded as a more effective approach for applications to defend against deserialization attacks. However, as analyzed by Imen et al. [18], developers often assume that objects to be deserialized are of type Object or Serializable, which are the superclasses of all serializable classes. This implies that developers are unaware of the concrete classes of deserialized objects and are unable to formulate strict allowlists when developing the application. Therefore, they usually provide a loose allowlist policy to prevent mistakenly blocking necessary classes. As demonstrated by Ofbiz’s policy in Figure 2, developers may allow the deserialization of all developer-defined classes in the application, which can be matched using the pattern like “org\.*\.*" and permit classes within JDK, denoted by regex pattern “java\.*".

C. Motivation Example

Despite Java deserialization being a persistent and significant threat, numerous applications still lack a strict policy to mitigate this risk. On GitHub, over 3,600 Java projects with 100+ stars make use of deserialization mechanisms offered by libraries such as FastJson, XStream, and JDK’s ObjectInputStream. However, out of these projects, only around 340 have implemented policies specifically tailored to their deserialization processes. The primary reason for this situation is that configuring policies often demands extensive manual efforts from developers, resulting in many developers, who lack adequate security awareness, choosing not to prioritize defense against deserialization attacks.

```
1 protected class:\> resolverclass(ObjectStreamclass classDesc) {
2 throws IOException, ClassNotFoundException {
3 // Blocklist exploits; eg: don't allow RMI here
4 if (className.contains("java.rmi.server") {  
5 Debug.logWarning("\*\*\*Incompatible class\*\*\*");  
6 return null;  
7 }
8 if (whitelistPattern.matcher(className).find()) {  
9 Debug.logWarning("\*\*\*Incompatible class\*\*\*");  
10 throw new ClassCastException("Incompatible class");  
11 }
12 return ObjectInputStream.defaultclass(classDesc);  
13 }
```

Fig. 3. Patches on Ofbiz for CVE-2019-0189 and CVE-2021-26295.
Furthermore, though developers begin formulating policies in response to attacks on their applications, manually designed policies remain prone to errors due to inadequate blocklists or overly permissive allowlists. In detail, Ofbiz first exposed a vulnerable deserialization entry with no defense at all, leading to RCE attacks. Such vulnerability was assigned as CVE-2019-0189 [19] and patched with an allowlist policy, as depicted in lines 8~11 of Figure 3. The resolveClass method of ObjectInputStream is commonly overridden by developers to validate the safety of the currently deserialized object’s class. In this approach, Ofbiz employed an allowlist policy, shown in Figure 2, to effectively prevent the deserialization of gadget chains, including the chain depicted in Figure 1.

However, for convenience, the developers of Ofbiz allowed deserialization of all classes whose names match “java\".*\"”, inadvertently enabling attackers to bypass the allowlist policy. With class java.rmi.server.RemoteObject, attackers can achieve RCE through RMI attacks [20], [21]. Therefore, CVE-2021-26295 [9] was subsequently exposed and patched with a blocklist in line 4~7 of Figure 3. The blocklist additionally restricted the deserialization of classes whose names start with “java.rmi.server”. Unfortunately, such a blocklist was soon proved to be insufficient in CVE-2021-29200 [22], as attackers can utilize RMIConnectionImpl_Stub class with a different prefix to bypass the blocklist. To fix the vulnerability, developers expanded the blocklist in line 4 of Figure 3 with a prefix “java.rmi”.

Although the policy was sufficient after several patches, Ofbiz was still vulnerable due to the improper implementation of policy enforcement. When matching the allowlist in line 8 of Figure 3 Ofbiz utilized a regular match that only necessitated the presence of the pattern string within the target string. In CVE-2021-30128 [23], attackers can bypass the regular match by crafting a particular string of class names and thus deserialized arbitrary classes. After applying multiple patches and addressing four CVEs, the developers of Ofbiz finally developed an appropriate policy for this deserialization entry and successfully enforced it.

Challenges. During the procedure of fixing the above vulnerabilities, we find two main challenges that impede developers from establishing a strict policy. Firstly, formulating a deserialization policy requires extensive manual effort and expert experience, making it prone to errors. Second, different deserialization libraries need various adaptations, which could be incorrectly implemented when enforcing a policy. To address the first challenge, DESERIGUARD utilizes dataflow analysis to construct a Semantic-Aware Property Tree to automatically synthesize a policy, thereby designing a more stringent allowlist policy and reducing the need for manual efforts. Moreover, by automatically identifying auditing positions in different deserialization libraries, DESERIGUARD seamlessly enforces the policy before triggering the exploitation gadget, ensuring the strict auditing of the objects to be deserialized.

III. Threat Model

DESERIGUARD is designed to provide seamless protection against deserialization attacks for developers. Its threat model operates under the assumption that attackers can access a deserialization entry within the target application and manipulate the input provided to that entry. Meanwhile, we consider that attackers have knowledge of all classes and their member methods within the victim applications’ classpaths, enabling them to construct malicious gadget chains to accomplish their attack objectives. To mitigate such attacks, developers should supply the application’s source code for DESERIGUARD’s analysis and need to launch the Java agent when the application starts. In addition, DESERIGUARD requires an uncompromised machine and a trusted Java Virtual Machine (JVM) execution environment as its foundation. Consequently, attacks originating from other aspects, such as vulnerabilities in the operating system kernel or memory errors in the JVM, fall outside the scope of DESERIGUARD’s protection. Moreover, if attackers can find exploitable gadgets within the classes that developers need to deserialize, DESERIGUARD cannot prevent the attack.

IV. Methodology

As shown in Figure 4, to secure a Java application with an allowlist-based policy, DESERIGUARD needs to first synthesize a policy with Policy Synthesis module and then enforces the policy with Policy Enforcement module. In Policy Synthesis, DESERIGUARD constructs a Semantic-Aware Property Tree (SAPT) with dataflow analysis. Based on the tree, DESERIGUARD deduces all the possible types of deserialized objects and formulates an allowlist policy. Following this, DESERIGUARD performs byte code instrumentation with a Java agent to enforce the policy on different deserialization libraries. Finally, developers can efficiently enhance their applications without laborious analysis and tedious adaptation.
A. Policy Synthesis

In Policy Synthesis, DESERIGUARD is responsible for synthesizing an allowlist policy for each deserialization entry to encompass the potential types that could be deserialized. In detail, for an application, DESERIGUARD can resolve the types that a deserialized object and its properties are desired to be according to the program’s semantics. By incorporating these classes into the allowlist policy, DESERIGUARD can mitigate the deserialized attack while still enabling the application to deserializing normal classes for its functionality. As depicted in Figure 4, DESERIGUARD aims to construct SAPTs to record the potential complex hierarchical structures of the deserialized objects. To build SAPTs, DESERIGUARD initially identifies all deserialization entries as starting points to resolve the possible typing as the nested deserialized object.

Semantic-Aware Property Tree. First, we shall present the formal definition of SAPT, denoted as $T$. As the right part of Figure 5 shows, the deserialization of an object’s possible hierarchical structure and its properties. Properties of the nodes in $T$ are denoted as $c_x$ and $P_x$. For example, the node $n_2$ is for class $Session$ and has four properties. The edges $e \in E$ of deserialization fall into two types, property edges and inference edges. Property edge $e_p(n_x, n_y)$ connects the parent node $n_x(c_x, P_x)$ to the child node $n_y(c_y, P_y)$ when $n_x$’s property $p \in P_x$ is of class $c_y$. For instance, an edge $e_p(n_2, n_1)$ represents that the user property of $Session$ is an instance of the User class. Another type of edge is the inference edge $e_i$, which represents the edges that are inferred from the inheritance relation and dataflow of the application. If $e_i(n_x, n_y)$ exists, the object of class $c_y$ can be assigned to the property of class $c_x$ according to the inheritance relationship and dataflow of objects. Next, we will introduce the process of identifying nodes and edges to construct SAPT.

Root Node Identification. The root node $n_0$ of the tree corresponds to the class of the object returned by the deserialization entry, depicted as the “Deserialization Entry” in the left part of Figure 5. Hence, the construction of SAPT starts with locating deserialized entries of known deserialization libraries. Referring to the deserialization scanning works [24], [25], we identify the deserialization libraries that are widely used for exploitation and collected their deserialization entry methods, such as the readObject method of the ObjectInputStream object and the fromXML method of the XStream library. By locating the invocation of these methods, DESERIGUARD can find source nodes of our SAPT construction. DESERIGUARD does not consider the instance where attackers discover new exploitable deserialization libraries, as this is a rare occurrence and falls beyond the scope of all existing deserialization defenses [10], [16].

After obtaining the root node of SAPT, DESERIGUARD will construct SAPT by connecting the potentially deserialized classes. Usually, developers only assume the deserialized object as Object or Serializable initially [18]. Therefore, the root node of SAPT is of class Object or Serializable, as the “n0: Object” in Figure 5 shows. However, by analyzing the existing deserialized gadgets, it is found that Object, Serializable, and Comparable, which we regard as “general classes,” are three common ancestors of exploitable classes. Meanwhile, they are also the ancestors of almost all classes in Java. Once general classes are added to the allowlist, DESERIGUARD may permit the deserialization of many exploitable classes. Hence, DESERIGUARD needs to find the classes actually required by the developers based on the program’s semantics. To this end, from the deserialization entry, DESERIGUARD first traces the deserialized object’s dataflow and looks for the typing that more precisely describes its class. In Figure 5, as the dataflow starting from the deserialization entry shows, a deserialized ob-
ject can be cast to Profile or Session on different control flow branches. Therefore, classes Profile and Session should be permitted at the currently analyzed deserialization entry, and nodes $n_1$ and $n_2$ are connected to the root node $n_0$.

**Property Edges Connection.** Java is an object-oriented programming language where classes have complex associations. In a Java application, a class often contains many properties (i.e., member variables) of other types, resulting in an object instance composed of numerous interconnected objects, like the Session class depicted in Figure 3. SAPT should record such complex structures of deserialized objects, so DESERI$GUARD$ needs to analyze these properties recursively. To achieve this, we utilize the property edge $e_p(n_x, n_y)$ to connect the parent node $n_x$ to its property’s class node $n_y$, which is depicted as the solid arrows in Figure 5. The property edges should be constructed recursively for each node on SAPT. Once a new class is added to SAPT, DESERI$GUARD$ needs to perform the analysis on all its properties, as their types are all possible to be deserialized. In some cases, classes comprise only basic types (i.e., String and primitive types) and have no complex inheritance relations, allowing DESERI$GUARD$ to terminate its analysis. For example, in Figure 5, the property expirationTime of node “node 2: Session” is of the class Time, which consists of basic types and has no subclass. Hence, DESERI$GUARD$ can terminate the analysis on its subtree.

**Inference Edges Solument.** Besides various properties, classes in Java applications also exhibit complex inheritance relations. The class $c_p$ is a subclass of $c_x$, an object of $c_p$ can be assigned to the property defined with $c_x$. Hence, if $c_x$ has been constructed as a node of SAPT, we should assume that any one of its subclasses, denoted as $c_y$, may be deserialized by the application. Therefore, DESERI$GUARD$ utilizes inference edges $e_i(n_x, n_y)$ to record such inheritance relations. For example, as illustrated by the dataflow ① in the left section of Figure 5, the class User has two subclasses, namely Admin and Guest. Therefore, “node 7: Admin” and “node 8: Guest” are connected as children of node “node 4: User” on SAPT with inference edges in dot lines. Once these two nodes are added to SAPT, DESERI$GUARD$ will perform a heuristic analysis on their properties, which are all defined as basic types. In addition, these two classes have no subclass, so DESERI$GUARD$ can terminate the analysis on the two subtrees.

However, not all properties on SAPT can be analyzed as easily as the user property in the Session class. Some properties are required to be of general classes, including Object, Serializable, and Comparable. For instance, the property id of node $n_2$ belongs to the Comparable type, which is implemented by extensive classes. Considering the inheritance relationship, it appears that all these classes should be permitted for deserialization. Moreover, according to the definition of Session, node $n_2$’s property values are defined as List<Object>. To deserialize the values property of Session, it is necessary to reconstruct all the objects in the list, which implies that all subclasses of Object should be permitted for deserialization. Nevertheless, general classes and interfaces are extended and implemented by nearly all classes. Hence, DESERI$GUARD$ should not indiscriminately allow the deserialization of generic classes, avoiding including potentially exploitable ones. Although developers define these properties using generic classes for convenience during development, according to the program’s semantics, only a few specific classes are actually necessary and deserialized within these properties. Therefore, DESERI$GUARD$ should infer the classes the application assumes for these properties, synthesizing a more stringent allowlist.

To accomplish this, DESERI$GUARD$ performs dataflow tracing to deduce possible classes. The key insight behind the dataflow tracing is that objects in Java applications should be cast to the desired classes before executing their functionalities. As the dataflows ② and ③ in Figure 5 depict, the analysis of the properties with generic classes starts from the property access operations. Then, by identifying the type-related operations on the dataflow, DESERI$GUARD$ can infer the developer’s requirements of deserialized object types. The type-related operations can be divided into two categories: typecasting and type comparison. For typecasting, developers may explicitly perform typecasting or utilize Class.cast() method. The type comparison relies on the statements like instanceof and Class.isAssignableFrom(). For example, as shown in dataflow ③ of Figure 5, the application utilizes the instanceof statement to check the type of the undetermined object and subsequently executes different branches accordingly. Once the object of the general class is identified as more precise classes, DESERI$GUARD$ adds inference edges to connect the corresponding nodes. In Figure 5, the inference edges $e_i(n_6, n_9), e_i(n_6, n_{10})$, and $e_i(n_6, n_{11})$ are established according to the dataflow ③.

**Permitted Classes Identification.** Based on SAPT, DESERI$GUARD$ can generate the allowlist policy to over-approximate all necessary classes to be deserialized. In detail, we traverse the tree and collect the classes of all nodes as the allowlist policy. However, some generic classes should not be integrated into the policy directly, like “node 3: Object” and “node 6: Comparable on the subtree of “node 2: Session”. Instead, DESERI$GUARD$ will delve into their subtrees for more strict policies. The subtrees of these generic classes’ nodes are constructed according to the properties’ subsequent dataflow, reflecting the possible class to which the unidentified general classes will be cast. Therefore, DESERI$GUARD$ can deduce the actual required class based on SAPT. However, in some cases, an object’s dataflow may be unresolved due to insufficient semantics in the program. To avoid missing necessary classes, DESERI$GUARD$ will adopt the object’s currently solved class as the allowlist. If the class belongs to general classes, DESERI$GUARD$ will still include them in the allowlist, but in the meantime, alert developers that this deserialization entry lacks enough protection due to insufficient semantics.

```java
"example.app.Session", "example.app.IntID",
"example.app.User", "example.app.AuthKey",
"example.app.HashVal", "example.app.Time",
```

**Fig. 6.** The policy synthesized based on the subtree of “node 2: Session” in Figure 5. The unidentified classes are omitted.

The policy synthesized for the subtree of node “node 2: Session” is shown in Figure 6, where some unidentified classes are omitted. Since certain classes have inheritance
relations. DESERIWARD can synthesize a more concise policy by adopting only the parent class in the allowlist policy. Therefore, if we set a rule of allowing the class User in Figure 5, all its subclasses are also permitted to be deserialized during policy enforcement. By constructing SAPTs based on different deserialization entries’ semantics and synthesizing the allowlists on SAPTs, DESERIWARD ultimately generates a customized stringent policy for each deserialization entry.

B. Policy Enforcement

Following the synthesis of the policy, DESERIWARD acquires an allowlist based on the program’s semantics. Subsequently, DESERIWARD should enforce the policy to safeguard the corresponding deserialization entry of the target application. For efficient deployment, DESERIWARD should seamlessly enhance the application without requiring any modifications to the source code. To meet this end, DESERIWARD utilizes a Java agent to instrument the bytecode of Java applications when each class is loaded by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), and then performs real-time type auditing of untrusted deserialization. Moreover, developers are allowed to utilize different deserialization libraries, which should be automatically supported by DESERIWARD. Therefore, DESERIWARD needs to preprocess the deserialization libraries and find the proper positions for the type auditing.

Type Auditing. To achieve the type auditing, DESERIWARD utilizes the Java agent to perform bytecode instrumentation on the application. This instrumentation consists of two components. First, DESERIWARD performs the instrumentation at deserialization entries and sets a flag to enable the type auditing and indicate the policy on which the type auditing should rely. Second, for each deserialization library, DESERIWARD finds a proper auditing position, which is located after the resolution of the object’s type from the input byte stream, while before the gadget chain is triggered. With two instrumentations, DESERIWARD can audit the object type based on the customized policies for different deserialization entries.

The first component of instrumentation will activate and deactivate the type auditing. Meanwhile, it will also specify the appropriate policies that the second component should enforce, since different deserialization entries need customized policies. In the first component, DESERIWARD finds the position of each deserialization entry, which is resolved along with the deserialization policy. As illustrated in Figure 7, two invocations are instrumented, one placed directly before the deserialization entry, and another immediately after it. In these two invocations, a flag is set and unset to specify the policy for the current deserialization entry. When the flag is set, DESERIWARD is enabled to monitor the deserialization procedure based on the customized policy. Once the deserialization is completed normally or aborted due to an unpermitted class, the flag is unset to ensure that DESERIWARD is deactivated.

The second part of instrumentation is in the deserialization libraries adopted by the target Java application. It will perform type auditing on the class about to be deserialized following the policy indicated by the first component. As Figure 6 shows, the policy contains a series of classes, which should not be compared by name matching. Instead, DESERIWARD will examine the class according to the inheritance relations. If the parent class is on the allowlist, all its subclasses will be permitted for deserialization.

Auditing Position Identification. To implement the type auditing, the Java agent needs to find a proper position to check the class of the deserialized object. To deserialize the object, all deserialization libraries first resolve the object’s class using a resolving method and subsequently construct the object using constructor methods and reflections. During the construction, the application will invoke some specific methods that trigger the gadget chains. Therefore, DESERIWARD should block the deserialization procedure after the target application resolves the class of the deserialized object and before the application begins to reconstruct it. However, resolving methods are invoked frequently in deserialization libraries. In XStream, we find 706 positions where resolving methods are invoked. Moreover, the names of resolving methods and the positions of their invocations vary across different deserialization libraries or even distinct versions of libraries, necessitating automatic identification of instrumentation positions. Therefore, DESERIWARD should find the correct invocation position of the resolving method to perform the instrumentation.

The tool first finds all methods that resolve the Class object based on byte streams from libraries’ exposed interfaces, like line 10 in Figure 8. Here, the desc object is an instance of ObjectInputStream, which resolves the input byte stream and holds the class information of the deserialized object. Via forClass method, the application obtains the Class object, and then DESERIWARD should determine that the library will create the corresponding
object based on the `Class` object. In this step, deserialization libraries rely on the `newInstance` method or reflection mechanism to build a constructor method of the deserialized object. Therefore, by identifying the dataflow from a `Class` object resolved based on byte stream to the construction mechanism to build a constructor method of the deserialized object, DESERIguard can identify numerous potential positions of resolving methods' invocations. These potential positions will undergo further examination through runtime validation.

As depicted in Figure 8 during runtime validation, DESERIguard first generates a deserialization driver that triggers the relevant deserialization entry point. Then, it utilizes the driver to deserialize a workload object with a specific class. For example, the driver in Figure 8 utilizes the `Session` as a workload class. Meanwhile, DESERIguard monitors the candidate positions to determine which one is activated, validating that the `Class` object produced by the `resolving method` corresponds to the object provided in the deserialization driver. In Figure 8, DESERIguard successfully gains a `Class` object for `Session`, determining the proper position for type auditing. In this way, DESERIguard identifies the proper invocation position of the `resolving method` and uses it as the instrumentation position for type auditing.

V. Implementation

This section illustrates the implementation of DESERIguard. For policy synthesis, DESERIguard performs the analysis on the program’s source code using CodeQL [24]. In detail, we utilize CodeQL to tailor the dataflow analysis, which locates the typecasting and type comparison statements on the dataflow and identifies potential types. Next, from these types, DESERIguard will continue to trace dataflow on their properties access statements and inheritance relations. By recursively tracing the dataflow, DESERIguard constructs SAPT. During the tracing, some dataflows may interfere with DESERIguard’s analysis and need to be filtered. First, an object may be implicitly cast to its superclass. For example, an object can be sent into the method `toString(Object o)` or the map `HashMap<String, Object>`. These methods or data structures are defined with general classes, but DESERIguard should not identify the object as `Object`. Therefore, these implicit typecastings toward superclasses are filtered during the analysis. Moreover, when an object is pushed into a container like `HashMap`, DESERIguard will continually trace the dataflow of `HashMap`’s elements. However, an element of `HashMap` may be cast to various classes on different dataflow. In this case, DESERIguard will refer to the class of the original object and only trace the dataflows with corresponding types.

In some cases, the dataflow of an object may be hard to solve due to insufficient semantics or complex mechanisms in Java. For example, the object’s subsequent dataflow involves the reflection and Java Native Interface (JNI) invocations [26], [27], which consistently pose challenges in Java analysis. To avoid missing dataflow, DESERIguard performs self-referencing reflection analysis to gather all potentially invoked methods that align with the calling context (i.e., type of return value and parameters) [28]. Meanwhile, DESERIguard utilizes CodeQL to model the frequently used JNIs and connect the dataflow. However, though mitigating the above challenges, DESERIguard may still fail to solve some dataflows. For instance, a deserialized object may be sent out via the network or stored on the disk. In these cases, DESERIguard will at least adopt the currently solved classes to over-approximate the necessary classes in the subsequent dataflow.

Moreover, for each deserialization entry in the application, DESERIguard will synthesize a customized allowlist policy. Although only exposed deserialization entries are exploitable and require auditing of untrusted objects, DESERIguard will protect all deserialization entries. It is because determining whether a deserialization entry can be accessed by attackers is hard [29]. Many vulnerabilities are caused by exposed deserialization entries that are typically thought safe. For example, in CVE-2022-40955 [30], attackers inject a malicious object into a deserialization entry through the database, which is assumed to be trusted by the developers of InLong. Furthermore, deserialization operations contribute to a minor portion of the Java applications’ overall overhead, so protecting all entries will not impose heavy overhead. Therefore, DESERIguard will protect an application’s all deserialization entries.

As for policy enforcement, we implement DESERIguard as a Java agent and attach it to the application during the application’s initialization. In Java agent, DESERIguard utilizes the ASM library [31] to perform bytecode instrumentation. When the application deserializes an object, DESERIguard will be enabled and start to audit the object’s type. In detail, DESERIguard loads the corresponding `Class` object and utilizes the `isAssignableFrom` method to determine whether the deserialized object is a subclass of any class in the allowlist. If one deserialized class is out of the policy, DESERIguard will block the deserialization process and throw an exception. To reduce overhead, DESERIguard caches the `Class` objects of classes in the allowlist, which saves extensive time for loading classes in repeated deserializations.

VI. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate DESERIguard and aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1. What is the performance of DESERIguard when defending against real-world vulnerabilities? (Section VI-A)

RQ2. Can DESERIguard synthesize more strict policies than applications’ developers? (Section VI-B)

RQ3. How does DESERIguard compare to state-of-the-art approaches? (Section VI-C)

Experiment Setup. We first perform our experiments on 12 real-world vulnerabilities, which are collected from a survey work [33] for those with huge impact and the Common Vulnerability Exploit (CVE) for recent ones. Initially, 17 vulnerabilities are collected, among which one lacks detailed information about vulnerabilities. Moreover, four vulnerable applications do not have test cases for the deserialization entry, making it hard for us to evaluate the false alarms and overhead. Therefore, we finally reproduce 12 vulnerabilities to assess the defense performance of DESERIguard. To evaluate the overhead and false alarm of DESERIguard’s defense, we execute the unit tests and integration tests of each vulnerable application. During testing, we monitor the status of the target application to capture failed deserialization and measure the
time delay in passing all tests. The evaluation is performed on an Ubuntu 20.04 with Intel i7-10700k and 48G memory. We restart the machine before each evaluation to avoid interruptions from other applications.

Moreover, we collect 109 developer-designed deserialization policies from well-developed projects on GitHub. To search for proper projects, we first identify several keywords used for configuring deserialization policies, such as “ObjectInputFilter”, “extends ObjectInputStream” and “XStream addPermission”. Then, by searching these keywords on all Java applications of GitHub in descending order of stars, we obtain a series of applications that may set a deserialization policy. However, since these keywords may be utilized for many functionalities, some applications may have related keywords but do not adopt deserialization policies. In addition, a complex application may utilize the deserialization mechanism at different positions, where developers may adopt different policies for distinct deserialization entries. Therefore, we consume extensive efforts to analyze each application and manually collect 109 policies formulated by developers from 40 popular applications with more than 100 stars.

A. Defending Against Real-World Attack

We first utilize DESERIGUARD to enhance some Java applications with deserialization vulnerabilities and try to exploit them. This approach enables us to evaluate the effectiveness of DESERIGUARD in mitigating real-world deserialization attacks. Moreover, by executing comprehensive unit tests and integration tests on applications, it is demonstrated that DESERIGUARD does not impede the normal execution of applications and introduces only negligible runtime overhead.

Defense Performance. As depicted in Table I on all 12 vulnerabilities, DESERIGUARD successfully resists deserialization attacks. These vulnerable applications are complicated and have 1.11M LoC on average, introducing a great challenge for developers to formulate allowlist policies. In addition, developers typically define and include an average of 20.68K classes in these applications, forming intricate inheritance relations for analysis. Among these classes, attackers may find exploitable gadget chains to implement deserialization attacks. In the “Gadget Chain” column of Table I, we depict the gadget chains used for the deserialization attack for each vulnerability. Moreover, different versions of an application may necessitate very different policies. For example, DESERIGUARD formulates an allowlist with 623 and 392 rules for Ofbiz in 17.12.05 and 17.12.06 respectively. Hence, automatic allowlist synthesis is an urgent need for frequently updated applications.

When observing the synthesized policies, it is found that on six applications, DESERIGUARD synthesizes relatively strict policies that permit less than 30 classes. This is because these vulnerable deserialization entries are specified for classes with relatively simple structures. For example, the CVE-2016-0788 exposes a deserialization entry that can only be used to deserialize Capability, which comprises only basic types, resulting in an allowlist with a single rule.

However, for other vulnerabilities, DESERIGUARD synthesizes more loose policies with up to 623 rules, permitting 1342 classes for deserialization. At deserialization entries originating from these applications, they may deserialize highly diverse objects, resulting in the synthesis of policies that contain numerous rules. Moreover, the property trees of deserialized objects from these deserialization entries have some generic classes (e.g., Object, Serializable), which are cast to various classes according to their dataflow. This presents a more challenging scenario where manually crafting a precise policy becomes impractical. For instance, as an enterprise resource planning framework, Ofbiz provides rich functionalities with more than 2M LoC and 25k classes. In one of these functionalities, Ofbiz should deserialize a map from the user-provided byte stream. While tracing the dataflow of maps and objects within the map, DESERIGUARD finds that this map is frequently utilized as the context parameter in various methods. These methods extract specific objects from the context and cast them to desired classes. As a result, the allowlist policy for Ofbiz should encompass all these classes, leading to a complex policy. In this case, even an experienced developer may struggle to identify all necessary classes. However, DESERIGUARD can synthesize a comprehensive allowlist policy, offering valuable support to developers.

When observing the permitted classes for the deserialization entries of these vulnerabilities, DESERIGUARD permits only a small part of classes in terms of total classes. Even with a policy comprising over 600 rules, DESERIGUARD permits only a small fraction (0.048%) of the total classes in the Ofbiz project. Within this limited subset of classes, it becomes significantly challenging for attackers to construct an exploitable gadget chain. In Section VI-C1 we will delve into
a further evaluation, demonstrating that even with an advanced gadget mining tool, attackers are unable to find usable gadgets.

**False Alarm of DeseriGuard.** In DeseriGuard’s design, we adopt a conservative strategy in policy synthesis. Although an object’s subsequent dataflow, in some cases, may not be explicitly reflected in the applications’ source code. To avoid interrupting applications’ normal execution, DeseriGuard will include the object’s current solved class into allowlist to over-approximate the classes that the object may be cast to. Hence, as demonstrated in the “False Alarm” column of Table I, DeseriGuard incurs no false alarms during unit testing and integration testing provided by each application’s developers. In addition, we also conduct a real-world deployment experiment on Jenkins with CVE-2015-8103 and Ofbiz with CVE-2021-26295 to evaluate the false alarm of DeseriGuard. We collect 301,452 and 465,167 instances of deserialization with 19,586 and 20,723 distinct deserialization workloads for Jenkins and Ofbiz, respectively. During the deployment, DeseriGuard incurs no false alarm. In conclusion, DeseriGuard can provide a strict policy without introducing false alarms on 12 complex applications.

**TABLE II. OVERHEAD OF DESERIGUARD.** The columns “Analysis” depicts the cost of policy synthesis. The “Initialization” overhead is incurred by the initialization of the Java agent. “Auditing” indicates the time consumption for each type auditing. “Slowdown” presents overall overhead of DeseriGuard during applications’ execution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Before Runtime</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Initialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperoo CAS-4.1.5</td>
<td>10s</td>
<td>8.10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richfaces-4.3.3</td>
<td>6s</td>
<td>2.37ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-1.637</td>
<td>21s</td>
<td>11.99ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiro-1.2.4</td>
<td>8s</td>
<td>15.54ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.46.1</td>
<td>22s</td>
<td>84.71ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olingo-4.6.0</td>
<td>46s</td>
<td>3.84ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomcat-10.0.0</td>
<td>39s</td>
<td>36.88ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofbiz-17.02.03</td>
<td>65s</td>
<td>15.54ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofbiz-17.12.05</td>
<td>69s</td>
<td>170.84ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofbiz-17.12.06</td>
<td>71s</td>
<td>100.75ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofbiz-17.12.06</td>
<td>70s</td>
<td>90.40ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log4j-1.2.17</td>
<td>6s</td>
<td>11.99ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>36.1s</td>
<td>46.08ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overhead.** As illustrated by Table II, the overhead stems from three steps: static analysis, Java agent initialization, and real-time auditing. The static analysis is a preprocessing step performed only once before deployment. On average, DeseriGuard takes 36.1 seconds to analyze an application. For all applications, DeseriGuard typically requires less than 80s for analysis. The analysis overhead is influenced by the complexity of the application and the extent to which the deserialization mechanism is utilized within the application. In the case of Ofbiz, DeseriGuard requires extensive tracing of dataflows to formulate over 600 rules, which contributes to longer analysis time. Notably, the static analysis only needs to be conducted once, and a longer analysis time is acceptable.

During application startup, the initialization process of the Java agent takes place, which involves DeseriGuard loading the policies and performing bytecode instrumentation. On average, it takes 46.08 ms to complete the initialization process. As demonstrated by the “Initialization” column of Table II, this overhead roughly increases proportionally with the complexity of the policy, meaning that more intricate policies tend to result in longer initialization times for the Java agent. It is worth noting that this overhead is encountered only during the initialization phase and does not occur during regular application execution.

The most crucial aspect of overhead evaluation is the delay induced by runtime auditing, as illustrated in the “Auditing” and “Slowdown” columns of Table II. The overhead is evaluated using tests of each application. During testing, we measure the time cost for each type auditing and calculate the overall time delay for the entire testing process. Notably, deserialization operations account for a small portion of the whole runtime cost for an application. To evaluate how DeseriGuard influences the overall efficiency of an application, we execute the test cases and measure the overall time delay caused by it. The “Auditing” column in Table II displays the average time consumption for type auditing during each deserialization operation. Across all applications, DeseriGuard requires an average of 0.039 ms for each type auditing. As we optimize the type auditing by implementing caches of permitted classes, the average time consumption tends to decrease with increasing deserialization operations in test cases. Therefore, even with more than 600 rules in the deserialization policy, DeseriGuard is able to complete type auditing on Ofbiz in about 0.02ms on average. When observing the impact of DeseriGuard on the overall performance of applications, the “Slowdown” column reveals that, on average, DeseriGuard introduces a time overhead of 2.168% across all applications. Given that each time of type auditing only introduces a negligible delay during each deserialization operation, the main factor affecting the overall overhead is the degree to which an application relies on the deserialization mechanism. In complex applications like Jenkins, there is a high dependency on the deserialization mechanism for various functionalities. As a result, it requires 4.32% more time to complete all test cases. However, in 6 of 12 cases, DeseriGuard requires less than 1% additional time delay to pass all test cases. In summary, DeseriGuard is demonstrated as an efficient real-time defense framework for deserialization attacks.

**Answer to RQ1.** DeseriGuard exhibits effective defense capabilities while imposing negligible overhead and incurring no false alarms.

**B. Compared to Developer-Designed Policies**

In addition to conducting experiments on real-world vulnerabilities, we also compare DeseriGuard’s automatically synthesized policies with policies designed by developers. We collect 109 protected deserialization entries from 40 well-developed applications on GitHub, each receiving over 100 stars. These applications rely on various deserialization libraries, including XStream, FastJson, kryo, and ObjectInputSteam. By comparing the permitted classes at each deserialization entry, we can demonstrate that DeseriGuard can provide more precise policies for applications.

First, we measure the compression rate of each allowlist policy, which represents the ratio of permitted classes to all classes in an application. As boxplots in Figure 10 depict, developer-designed policies typically permit more classes than
DeseriGuard’s. In detail, DeseriGuard’s median compression rate is 0.04%, and only in 6 of 109 deserialization entries does DeseriGuard allow the deserialization of more than 1% of an application’s total classes. In the worst case, 5.504% of classes are included in the DeseriGuard’s allowlist. With such strict policies, it is hard for attackers to find exploitable gadgets in DeseriGuard’s policies, providing high security for applications. As a comparison, developer’s policies achieve a 19.02% median compression rate, of which most (69 of 109) are higher than 1%. Compared to the allowlist only, on average, 0.18% and 16.28% of total classes are permitted by DeseriGuard and developers separately, where DeseriGuard permits 90 times fewer classes than developers. Therefore, compared to formulating policies manually, DeseriGuard can automatically synthesize a more strict policy and save extensive manual efforts.

In most cases, DeseriGuard can provide stricter deserialization policies. However, in 11 deserialization entries, DeseriGuard permits 1~19 more classes than developer-designed policies. It is because developers have formulated very strict allowlist policies for these deserialization entries, but DeseriGuard may include some unnecessary classes. For example, on Distributed DataFrame (DDF) [33], its developers only permit the deserialization of one Class, named CswTransactionRequest. Meanwhile, it utilizes a XStream converter to customize the deserialization procedure of CswTransactionRequest, during which its properties are created through construction functions rather than XStream’s deserialization mechanism. However, during the analysis of DeseriGuard, it needs to permit all properties of CswTransactionRequest, appending more rules to the allowlist. Therefore, it is a trade-off, where we permit a few more unnecessary classes to avoid restricting necessary classes. In addition, although permitting 1~19 more classes, DeseriGuard permits only 0.31% of total classes on average, which significantly mitigates deserialization attacks.

In addition to the compression rate, we visualize the difference of permitted classes between DeseriGuard’s policies and developer-designed policies. In Figure 9 the classes permitted by both DeseriGuard and developers are described with light blue sections, while the deep blue sections indicate classes that are solely allowed by developers’ policies. Notably, the vertical axis undergoes compression for better visualization. Despite the comparable length of sections in light blue and deep blue, developer-designed policies allow for substantially more classes than DeseriGuard’s policies. Specifically, DeseriGuard permits 99.12% fewer classes on average. In worse cases, more than 10,000 unnecessary classes are permitted by developers’ policies on applications like ActiveMQ and QuPath. The reason is that it is hard for developers to analyze the required classes precisely on complex applications. Thus, they tend to permit many classes from JDK and developer-defined classes of applications. However, after DeseriGuard’s analysis, it is found that most of these classes will not be deserialized and can be restricted.

Since DeseriGuard aims to include all possible deserialized classes in the allowlist, it may permit the deserialization of some unnecessary classes. When observing the orange sections on the graph, we find that only several classes in DeseriGuard’s policies are excluded from developers’ policies. On 39 deserialization entries, DeseriGuard does not permit extra classes compared to the developer’s policies. In the worst cases, DeseriGuard permits 85 classes that are forbidden by ActiveMQ’s developers, which accounts for only 0.26% of ActiveMQ’s total classes. Overall, DeseriGuard additional permits 0.18% of total classes on average. Therefore, DeseriGuard can automatically synthesize an allowlist policy without introducing many unnecessary classes.

With the help of the synthesized policy from DeseriGuard, we can avoid the situation shown in the Motivation Example (Section 2), where a flawed deserialization policy was repeatedly bypassed on the Ofbiz project. On the one hand, DeseriGuard can formulate a strict allowlist policy containing limited classes, making it hard for attackers to
find exploitable gadgets. On the other hand, through proper instrument and type auditing, DESERIGuard helps developers prevent incorrect implementation of policy enforcement and provides reliable defense. In conclusion, DESERIGuard effectively mitigates deserialization attacks and prevents potential errors that may occur during policy synthesis and enforcement.

**Answer to RQ2.** Compared to manually designed policies, policies synthesized by DESERIGuard exhibit higher precision and strictness, thus offering enhanced levels of security.

### C. Compared to State-of-The-Art Tools

In this section, we compare DESERIGuard with state-of-the-art approaches from two aspects, gadget mining and deserialization policy learning.

**1) Gadget Mining:** We first evaluate DESERIGuard on a gadget mining tool called GadgetInspector [34], which can explore unknown gadget chains from classes in the application’s classpath. Meanwhile, we evaluate DESERIGuard on a famous gadget dataset Ysoserial [32]. By evaluating DESERIGuard on various gadget chains, we can effectively demonstrate its ability to resist rapidly evolving gadget chains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>GadgetInspector</th>
<th>Ysoserial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guacamole-2.1.11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.2.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiro-1.3.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.4.6.1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomcat-10.0.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ysoserial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table III shows, on different applications, GadgetInspector explores 2~20 potential gadget chains. Part of these chains may still rely on some well-known gadgets, like CommonsCollections and Spring-Core, which are all included in the blocklists or removed from the allowlists by developers. However, some potential gadget chains are previously unknown, inducing significant challenges for manual policy formulation. In these cases, DESERIGuard, with automatic policy synthesis, can successfully generate fine-grained policies and perform strict type auditing to mitigate the attacks with these potential gadgets on applications’ all deserialization entries. Although not all the reported gadget chains are exploitable, DESERIGuard can defend against all potential gadgets in case they are leveraged by attackers.

In addition to these gadget chains, we evaluate DESERIGuard on the Ysoserial, a well-known gadget chain dataset. The results show that DESERIGuard can block all Ysoserial’s 33 gadget chains on 12 vulnerable applications. In conclusion, DESERIGuard effectively safeguards applications against deserialization attacks by implementing strict allowlist policies with a limited number of classes. This approach significantly reduces attackers’ probability of finding exploitable gadget chains, even when employing advanced gadget mining tools.

**2) Policy Learning:** Some researchers have acknowledged the challenges in Java deserialization protection and have made efforts to employ learning-based methods for resisting attacks. These approaches have yielded encouraging results and are capable of synthesizing highly stringent deserialization policies. For evaluation, we replicate the state-of-the-art defense technique known as Trusted Execution Path (Trusted) [10] and compare it with DESERIGuard. Trusted consists of two phases, a learning phase relying on manually crafted benign deserialization workloads and a real-time policy enforcement phase based on learned policies. In the learning phase, Trusted records the benign deserialization’s execution path, which reflects the order of objects to be deserialized. Then, during enforcement, it only permits deserialization fitting these known paths. To avoid the bias stemming from the crafting of benign deserialization workloads, we collect the deserialization workloads from the unit tests and integration tests of each application. After learning the trusted path on these workloads, we compare DESERIGuard’s policies with Trusted’s.

First, Trusted and DESERIGuard has different policy formats. Trusted only permits the objects whose properties’ type and deserialization order exactly fit its policy, which is called path-based auditing. In contrast, DESERIGuard adopts a type-based auditing that verifies the classes of deserialized objects without checking their deserialization order. Considering the policy format, Trusted seems to perform more strict restrictions on the deserialization procedure. However, upon analyzing the interfaces of deserialization libraries used for customizing policies, we observed that they typically focus on auditing the types of deserialized objects without considering the deserialization order. Hence, type-based auditing has been widely recognized as a highly secure approach within the community [5], [7]. Moreover, in our experiments, we achieve a 100% defense rate on all vulnerable applications, demonstrating the security of type-based auditing. Therefore, type-based auditing can effectively prevent the deserialization of classes within the gadget chain and block the attack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Defense Performance</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.2.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.4.6.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olingo-4.6.0</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.4.6.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olingo-4.6.0</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.2.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.4.6.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olingo-4.6.0</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.2.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins-2.4.6.1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olingo-4.6.0</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>No 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV shows a detailed comparison of defense performance and false alarms. As for defense performance, it is
found that both Trusted and DESERIGUARD effectively mitigate all 12 vulnerabilities. It indicates that both two methods can synthesize strict allowlist policies and block malicious gadget chains. However, when observing the false alarms of the two methods’ policies, it is observed that Trusted’s policies may incur false alarms due to inadequate benign deserialization workloads. For example, on Tomcat, the object of the class TomcatPrincipal is possible to be deserialized, which is excluded from Trusted’s policy for Tomcat. Without enough benign workloads for learning, it is hard for Trusted to traverse all possible paths of deserialization procedures, resulting in incomplete deserialization policies. In detail, after a manual analysis, we find that Trusted omits some benign classes that should be permitted for deserialization on eight vulnerabilities. We also manually craft the corresponding benign objects and send them to the unprotected applications, and these applications successfully deserialize them and perform the correct functionalities.

Collecting benign deserialization workloads poses a significant challenge for the learning-based policy synthesis approach. It is hard to manually crafting sufficient benign deserialization workloads. Therefore, DESERIGUARD is a valuable tool for developers as it enables the formulation of a strict and comprehensive allowlist policy without benign workloads.

**Answer to RQ3.** DESERIGUARD can reject the deserialization of unknown gadgets mined by advanced gadget mining tools. Meanwhile, DESERIGUARD outperforms state-of-the-art policy learning methods.

## VII. DISCUSSION

### A. Permitting Unnecessary Classes

Although DESERIGUARD has the capability to synthesize stricter policies compared to those formulated by the developers themselves, it still permits some unnecessary classes when deducing necessary classes. This decision is made to avoid interruption in the application’s execution, as DESERIGUARD permits the deserialization of all classes that may be required by the application. For instance, a class may own a property that is always null during serialization and deserialization, but DESERIGUARD still needs to include its type in the allowlist. Though DESERIGUARD currently cannot further determine whether a class is truly necessary when it appears in SAPT, DESERIGUARD has demonstrated a 100% defense rate against 12 real-world vulnerabilities, as highlighted in Section VI-A. Moreover, DESERIGUARD also permits 99.12% fewer classes than developer-defined policies, as shown in Section VI-B. This indicates that the unnecessary classes in DESERIGUARD’s policies do not undermine its effectiveness. The reason is that crafting an exploitable gadget chain from limited classes in DESERIGUARD’s policies is very difficult, as blocking any classes on the gadget chain can resist the deserialization attack. In the future, we will continue to improve the analysis precision to minimize the inclusion of unnecessary classes in the allowlist policies.

### B. Straw-Man Experiment

In Section VI-A we utilize well-known gadget chains to exploit the vulnerabilities. However, these gadget chains are widely used and have been included in the blocklist policies of many applications. It seems that these blocklist policies can also effectively mitigate deserialization attacks. To assess its effectiveness, we conduct a straw-man experiment by creating a blocklist that includes the crucial classes in Ysoserial’s gadget chains before 2021, as shown by Table V in the Appendix. We then enforce it on the 12 real-world vulnerabilities and try to exploit the enhanced applications. When under the attacks of gadget chains in Table I, the blocklist is very effective and can resist all attacks. However, after analysis, we find that on Shiro-1.2.4, Apereo CAS-4.1.5, and Tomcat-10.0.0, attackers can use AspectJWeaver gadget chain, which is found in 2021, to bypass the blocklist and perform the attack. In contrast, DESERIGUARD can effectively resist the attack of AspectJWeaver gadget chain on 12 applications. It indicates that blocklist policies are not strict enough and under the threat of previously unknown gadget chains.

## VIII. RELATED WORK

### Gadget Mining

GadgetInspector [44] is the most widely used tool because it has high effectiveness and can be easily customized by developers. It utilizes the taint analysis to connect related methods and identifies chains from the deserialization entries to exploitable methods [36]. GadgetInspector has garnered increased attention from researchers in the field of gadget mining [32], [37], [40]. After that, SerHybrid [41] is proposed for dynamic verification to reduce false positives [42]. Lai et al. [37] further improve the dynamic verification with the reflection mechanism of Java. Moreover, Tabby [43] proposes a code property graph and stores it in the neo4j database, on which developers can mine gadget chains in their projects with customized queries. Based on Tabby, GCMiner [40] further builds a Deserialization-Aware Call Graph and searches the gadget chains. Recently, ODDFuzz [16] enhances the dynamic verification step of gadget mine with fuzzing techniques. Using the guidance of seed distance and gadget coverage, it explores more combinations to craft malicious objects. Different from gadget mining tools, DESERIGUARD is a defense tool with the purpose of blocking all malicious gadget chains. Therefore, DESERIGUARD should block the deserialization of gadget chains mined by these tools.

### Deserialization Defense

In addition to mitigating vulnerable programs through gadget mining, employing deserialization protection to safeguard applications is another important approach [44]. As attacks are completed during the object reconstruction phase of deserialization, the defense should be applied prior to it. The mainstream defense solution is known as the look-ahead defense [45], which first decodes the class information from the byte stream and audits the class. Only if the object’s class is identified to be safe, will the application start to reconstruct the object. For example, JEP 290 [5] is a look-ahead defense and allows developers to customize a policy of permitting and blocking classes. Besides protection provided by JDK, many runtime application self-protection frameworks [13], [14], [46] also provide mechanisms to customize policies. They usually hook critical methods and perform auditing with byte code instrumentation [31], [47]. However, all these methods concentrate more on providing a defense mechanism with user-friendly interfaces and low overhead, ignoring the challenges involved in formulating
policies. In contrast, DESERI$GUARD$ focuses on the automatic policy synthesis for safeguarding deserialization processes.

Some researchers have also recognized the need for automatic synthesis of deserialization policies. Trusted [10] first provides a two-phase defense framework, which first learns from benign deserialization workloads and then enforces the learned allowlist policy. However, it does not provide a promising method to produce benign workloads, resulting in insufficient learning and false alarms. François et al. [48] train a Markov chain with benign and malicious gadget chains to learn the difference between them. Then, they perform a runtime prediction on the currently deserialized object. Although it can effectively identify all malicious gadget chains, the presence of false alarms ranging from 8.44% to 11.83% hinder their practical deployment. Furthermore, due to its heavy reliance on training data, we are unable to reproduce the experimental results without its dataset. Next, Vorobyov et al. [49] introduce a learning-based approach for synthesizing a regex string filter to match the names of permitted classes. All existing methods rely on a set of benign gadgets to learn the policy, but they do not provide promising approaches to generate sufficient benign workloads, resulting in a high false alarm. Considering the potential for substantial losses caused by false alarms, DESERI$GUARD$ is a more practical method that minimizes the occurrence of false alarms.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces DESERI$GUARD$, a comprehensive approach for Java deserialization protection. By automatically formulating and enforcing policies based on application semantics, DESERI$GUARD$ offers developers a seamless method to protect their applications. Through extensive evaluations on 12 real-world vulnerable applications, DESERI$GUARD$ demonstrates its effectiveness by blocking all deserialization attacks. Moreover, the comparison with developer-set policies highlights DESERI$GUARD$’s ability to restrict unnecessary classes. The performance evaluations confirm that DESERI$GUARD$ introduces negligible overhead and does not interfere with the normal execution of policy-enhanced applications. In our future work, we aim to enhance the analysis precision of DESERI$GUARD$ to improve its effectiveness and extend DESERI$GUARD$ to more programming languages.
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APPENDIX
A. Source Code of Figure 5

Listing 1 exhibits the corresponding source code for Figure 5. According to the listing, the application processes each request based on a Session variable. If it is the user’s first time sending a request, the application should create a Session based on the Profile, which is deserialized from the user’s request (Lines 12–21). If the user has made previous requests, the application can retrieve the Session from persistent storage through deserialization, as shown by Line 23. Then, from Lines 29 to 36, the application calculates the priority of the user’s request, determined by the Session’s id property. The type of id can be one of IntID, AuthKey, and HashVal, each of which the application will handle accordingly. According to Session’s definition in Lines 41–46, values, expirationTime, id, and user are all properties of Session. When adding Session to the SAPT, its properties should undergo recursive analysis. The property id is analyzed based on the dataflow in Lines 31–36. The type of elements in values should be further analyzed according to the application’s subsequent dataflow. The user is of class User, which owns two subclasses, Admin and Guest. The expirationTime is of class Time, which consists of all basic types. Based on the program semantics depicted in the listing, the SAPT is constructed as Figure 5 shows.

B. Deserialization Entry of Allowlists

In Section VI-B we collect 109 policies from 40 popular applications. Detailed information on each application’s deserialization entries is listed in Table VI. In the “Application” column, we show the name of each application. In the column “Github Stars”, we present the stars of these applications. Most of these applications receive over 500 stars, and all these applications receive at least 125 stars. The most popular application, Jenkins, gets 206,494 stars. Therefore, these applications are widely used and well-developed, for which developers should formulate appropriate policies for their deserialization entries. The deserialization entries of each policy are listed in the “Deserialization Entry” column. Referencing the abbreviation in “Abbr.” column, we could find the corresponding bar of each policy in Figure 5.

C. BlockList of Straw-Man Experiment

In Section VII-B, we conduct a straw-man experiment by constructing a blocklist that encompasses the crucial classes used in Ysoserial’s gadget chains prior to 2021. By analyzing the exploitation of each gadget chain in Ysoserial, we summarize the key classes and formulate them as a blocklist, as depicted by Table VI. In the blocklist, each rule is a regex pattern that matches one class or a set of classes. This blocklist is very effective when defending against existing gadget chains. For instance, by blocking the deserialization of ChainedTransformer, InvokerTransformer, TransformingComparator, and InstantiateTransformer, all seven Ysoserial’s gadget chains mined from the CommonsCollections library are denied for deserialization by the blocklist. However, though including all Ysoserial’s gadget chains explored before 2021, attackers can still bypass the blocklist with AspectJWeaver gadget chain, which was found in 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Github Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons</td>
<td>20,649 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Collections</td>
<td>12,500 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons MyFaces</td>
<td>10,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache MyFaces</td>
<td>8,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Faces</td>
<td>6,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Lifecycle</td>
<td>5,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Annotations</td>
<td>4,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Beanutils</td>
<td>3,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Beans</td>
<td>2,000 stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache MyFaces</td>
<td>1,000 stars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V. THE BLOCKLIST SYNTHESIZED BASED ON YSOSERIAL.
class Request // Request.java
    
    public void handleRequest (Request request)
    
    Object obj = null;
    Byte[] serData = PersistenceHandler.loadData(request.getCookie());
    Object InputStream objIn = null;
    Session session = null;
    //check if a persistent storage of Session exists.
    if (serData == null)
        serData = request.getSerializedProfile();
    //if a persistent Session does not exist, load the user profile from the request.
    try{
        Object InputStream byteInputStream =
        new ByteArrayInputStream(serData);
        Object InputStream objIn =
        new ObjectInputStream(byteInputStream);
        obj = objIn.readObject();
    } catch (Exception e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
        return null;
    }
    if(obj instanceof profile){
        session = createSession((Profile) obj)
    }else{
        session = (Session)obj;
    }
    processSession(session);
    Object val = session.getValue(0);
    ...
    }

    public void processSession (Session session){
        Comparable userIndex = Session.id;
        int priority;
        if (userIndex instanceof IntID){
            priority = ((IntID)userIndex).toInt();
        } else if (userIndex instanceof AuthKey){
            priority = getPriority((AuthKey)userIndex);}
        else if (userIndex instanceof HashVal){
            priority = priorityMap.get((HashVal)userIndex);
        }
        ...
    }

    class Session // Session.java
    
    private User user;
    private List<Object> values;
    private Time expirationTime;
    public Comparable id;
    public Object getValue(int index){
        return values.get(i);
    }

    class User // User.java
    
    private String name;

    class Admin extends User // Admin.java
    
    private String privilege;

    class Guest extends User // Guest.java
    
    int expirationTime;

Listing 1: Source code on which the Semantic-Aware Property Tree in Figure 5 is based.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>digital</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>TruthTable:47</td>
<td>DDF1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>TransactionMessageBodyReader:78</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>DDF:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>digital</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>CircuitTransferable:80</td>
<td>DDF3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>XStreamWs1:1FeatureTransformer:74</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>DDF:7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>digital</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>FSM:96</td>
<td>DDF4</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>oneedev</td>
<td>11064</td>
<td>ONE:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>digital</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>SettingsBase:46</td>
<td>DDF5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>onedev</td>
<td>11064</td>
<td>ONE:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>digital</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>Configuration:74</td>
<td>DDF6</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>onedev</td>
<td>11064</td>
<td>ONE:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>digital</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>Bundle:48</td>
<td>DDF7</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Alink</td>
<td>3366</td>
<td>ALL:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>logback</td>
<td>2715</td>
<td>SocketNode:63</td>
<td>DDF8</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>triplea</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>TRI:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>logback</td>
<td>2715</td>
<td>SocketNode:83</td>
<td>DDF9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>quasar</td>
<td>4516</td>
<td>QUA:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Chvotje</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>SafeObjectReader:58</td>
<td>DVF1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>quasar</td>
<td>4516</td>
<td>QUA:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>zigbee4java</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>ZGbeeNetworkStateSerializer:44</td>
<td>DVF2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>quasar</td>
<td>4516</td>
<td>QUA:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>zigbee4java</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>NetworkStateSerializer:76</td>
<td>DVF3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>visicut</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>VIS:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>snap-engine</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>GraphIO:83</td>
<td>DVF4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>light-task-scheduler</td>
<td>2983</td>
<td>LIG:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>snap-engine</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>ModuleManifestParser:59</td>
<td>DVF5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>light-task-scheduler</td>
<td>2983</td>
<td>LIG:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>pac4j</td>
<td>2287</td>
<td>JavaSerializer:65</td>
<td>DVF6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>light-task-scheduler</td>
<td>2983</td>
<td>LIG:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>opengrok</td>
<td>3899</td>
<td>Definitions:321</td>
<td>DVF7</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>storm</td>
<td>8880</td>
<td>STO:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>opengrok</td>
<td>3899</td>
<td>Scopes:179</td>
<td>DVF8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>storm</td>
<td>8880</td>
<td>STO:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>activemq</td>
<td>2159</td>
<td>XStreamWireFormat:65</td>
<td>ACT1</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>storm</td>
<td>8880</td>
<td>STO:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>activemq</td>
<td>2159</td>
<td>XStreamWireFormat:70</td>
<td>ACT2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>remoting</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>REM:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>activemq</td>
<td>2159</td>
<td>SubQueueSelectorCacheBroker:201</td>
<td>ACT3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>remoting</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>REM:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>IOStatisticsSnapshot:270</td>
<td>HAD1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>remoting</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>REM:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>IOStatisticsSnapshot:272</td>
<td>HAD2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>remoting</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>REM:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>IOStatisticsSnapshot:274</td>
<td>HAD3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>remoting</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>REM:5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>IOStatisticsSnapshot:276</td>
<td>HAD4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>remoting</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>REM:6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>IOStatisticsSnapshot:278</td>
<td>HAD5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>eureka</td>
<td>11779</td>
<td>EUR:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>IOStatisticsAsser:ions:517</td>
<td>HAD6</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>eureka</td>
<td>11779</td>
<td>EUR:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>hadoop</td>
<td>13507</td>
<td>ZKConfigurationStore:319</td>
<td>HAD7</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>pippo</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>PIP:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>javamelody</td>
<td>2482</td>
<td>CounterStorage:157</td>
<td>JAV1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>payara</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>PAY:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>reload4j</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>SocketNode:78</td>
<td>REL1</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>jboot</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>JBO:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>reload4j</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>LoggingRecover:70</td>
<td>REL2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>jboot</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>JBO:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>XmlRpcParser:58</td>
<td>DRO1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>jboot</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>JBO:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>XmlRpcParser:70</td>
<td>DRO2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>jboot</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>JBO:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>KieModuleMarshaller:88</td>
<td>DRO3</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>portfolio</td>
<td>2280</td>
<td>POR:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>KieModuleMarshaller:93</td>
<td>DRO4</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>portfolio</td>
<td>2280</td>
<td>POR:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>KieModuleMarshaller:98</td>
<td>DRO5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>KieModuleMarshaller:103</td>
<td>DRO6</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>ScenarioSimulationXMLPersistence:202</td>
<td>DRO7</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>Jenerator:101</td>
<td>DRO8</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>doodls</td>
<td>5299</td>
<td>XStreamMarshaller:151</td>
<td>DRO9</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>tcc-transaction</td>
<td>5616</td>
<td>KryoPoolSerializer:94</td>
<td>TCC1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>mina-nssl</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>SimpleGenerateHostKeyProvider:65</td>
<td>MIN1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>saros</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>XMPAPasswordStore:165</td>
<td>SAR1</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>saros</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>ColorIDSetStorage:178</td>
<td>SAR2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>geoserver</td>
<td>3240</td>
<td>DefaultTileLayerCatalog:469</td>
<td>GEO1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>joyrpc</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>KryoReader:48</td>
<td>JOY1</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>jenkins</td>
<td>20649</td>
<td>JEN:11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>DongTai-agent-java</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>Serializze:Units:61</td>
<td>DON1</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>security</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>SEC:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>schemacrawler</td>
<td>1424</td>
<td>JavaSerializedCatalog:48</td>
<td>SCH1</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>qupath</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>QUP:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>log4j</td>
<td>3102</td>
<td>SortedArrayStringMap:622</td>
<td>LOG1</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>qupath</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>QUP:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>log4j</td>
<td>3102</td>
<td>OpenHashStringMap:734</td>
<td>LOG2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>qupath</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>QUP:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>bc-java</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>XSSMUtil:313</td>
<td>BC-1</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>qupath</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>QUP:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>ddf</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>CswRecordConverter:189</td>
<td>DDF1</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>qupath</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>QUP:5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>ddf</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>MetacardImpl:870</td>
<td>DDF2</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>kryonetz</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>KRY:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>ddf</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>GetRecordsMessageBodyReader:159</td>
<td>DDF3</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>ofbiz</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>OFB:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>ddf</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>GameDataComponent:43</td>
<td>DDF4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>